President’s Seminars

TT10  George Brock ‘Journalism: What exactly is it?’

MT10  Jonathan Garner ‘Implications of an Asia-led Global Economy’

HT11  Sir Hector Sants ‘Lessons From the Crisis and the Changing Regulatory Landscape’

TT11  Rupert Elderkin ‘Srebrenica - Prosecuting Europe’s Last Genocide’

MT11  Xenia Dormandy ‘America’s Place in the World: Today and Tomorrow’

MT13  Andrew Purkis ‘UK Charities, Political Campaigning and Democracy: Some Meditations from the Front Line’

HT14  Edward Fraenkel ‘Memories of Eduard Fraenkel and Corpus, 1935-70’

TT14  Edward Fitzgerald ‘Extradition, Terrorism and Human Rights’

MT14  Hassan Al-Damluji ‘Aid, Wars and Extremes of Development’

HT15  Eleanor Sharpston ‘Squaring the Circle? Fighting Terrorism whilst Respecting Fundamental Rights’

MT15  Peter Nichols ‘Casting the Audience’

HT16  Malcolm Rifkind ‘Britain and Europe. Is the future what it used to be?’

TT16  Steve Cowley ‘The Quest for Fusion Energy’

MT16  Sir Roger Penrose ‘Fashion, Faith, and Fantasy in the New Physics of the Universe’

MT19  Peter Kellner ‘Figuring Out the Next Election’

TT22  John Simpson ‘The politics and cruel realities of the conflict in Ukraine’

HT23  Xenia Wickett ‘State of the World: Dynamic trends and hotspots’

TT23  Zereena Arshad ‘The Role and Effectiveness of Select Committees’

MT23  Joseph Mindell ‘How basic science and clinical medicine intertwine’

MT23  ‘Publishing ‘in conversation’, moderated by the President, in which three alumni and one current College lecturer discussed the world of books, writing and publishing. Panellists were Editorial Director Trade & Academic at Yale University Press Julian Loose (English, 1985), publishing consultant specialising in developmental editing Flora Rees (English, 1994), ITV news journalist and author of The Wolf Den trilogy Elodie Harper (English, 1998) and author of the Orphans of the Tide trilogy Struan Murray (Corpus Lecturer in Biochemistry).